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In this research, “Data Assimilation” was applied to a 

wind tunnel experiment. A square cylinder wind tunnel 

experiment and the ensemble Kalman filter were used to 

integrate surface pressures of a square cylinder 

obtained from computation and experiment. The results 

indicated that surface pressures of the square cylinder 

and flow field can be reproduced by the present data 

assimilation method, while they could not be replicated 

by numerical simulation alone because of the coarse 

grid resolution. The results of the ensemble Kalman 

filter were compared with those of “Measurement-

Integrated Simulation,” which is another integrated 

method between computation and experiment for fluids. 

From the comparison results, it was considered that the 

ensemble Kalman filter has advantages in the region 

around the wind tunnel model compared to the 

measurement-integrated simulation. 
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1 Introduction 

Computational fluid dynamics (CFD) has become an 

important tool in the field of aeronautical engineering for 

the efficient design of airplanes and fluid machines. Initial 

CFD methods were only suitable for analysis of simple 

shapes such as a single wing model. However, with the 

development of boundary fitted mesh and unstructured 

mesh, current CFD methods can be used to analyze 

complex shapes such as a whole aircraft model including 

engines. Several higher order schemes have also been 

developed, and the accuracy of CFD for steady flows has 

become good enough for use in engineering design[1]. 

Recently, interest in CFD has begun to focus on unsteady 

flows, such as helicopter blades[2], high-lift 

configuration[3], and noise[4]. However, there are still 

uncertainties in CFD, such as boundary conditions, initial 

conditions, turbulence models, time step sizes, and grid 

resolution. CFD still cannot be used for precise analysis of 

complex unsteady flows. 

It should be noted that the numerical simulation 

method only approximates true dynamics. Numerical 

simulation analyzes the state vectors, which are expressed 

in the specific numerical model. However, true dynamics 

includes more quantities than those expressed in the 

numerical model; these are the initial conditions, boundary 

conditions, discretization errors, and unknown parameters. 

Although the continuous development of higher order 

schemes for greater accuracy will be necessary, it is still 

difficult to develop a simulation method that can represent 

true dynamics perfectly because approximated numerical 

models themselves include errors and uncertainties. 

Here, we discuss the concept of “Data Assimilation 

[5],” a statistical method for feedback of experimental 

values to numerical simulation to improve its accuracy. In 

Data Assimilation, the error term of the numerical 

simulation is represented by a probability. Then, the 

numerical simulation is treated as a “system model.” 

When any physical quantity that represents true dynamics, 

such as an experimental value, is given, the probability 

distribution of error is modified to reduce uncertainty of 

the numerical simulation. This process also improves the 

accuracy of numerical simulation. Data assimilation has 

been developed in geophysics as a means for combining 

experiments with numerical simulations. 

In the field of aeronautical engineering, the method of 

integrating experimental results and numerical simulation 

will also be necessary to reduce numerical errors. The 

concept of the measurement-integrated simulation as a 

method for improving the accuracy of numerical 

simulation using experimental values was proposed by 

Hayase et al.[6]; they showed that feeding experimental 

values back to the numerical simulation improved the 

accuracy of CFD under coarse grid resolution. The 

measurement-integrated simulation was based on the 

observer theory in the control field, and was applied to a 

square cylinder wind tunnel experiment, which generated 

a Kalman vortex street. This simulation was called 

"Hybrid Wind Tunnel" because that the partial pressure 

measurement of a real flow was utilized for numerical 

simulation. 

The present research is performed to investigate the 
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application of a data assimilation method, the ensemble 

Kalman filter, to the square cylinder wind tunnel 

experiment. A comparison between the ensemble Kalman 

filter and the measurement-integrated simulation is 

presented. 

2 Method 

2.1 Wind tunnel experiment 

In this research, the ensemble Kalman filter was 

applied to a square cylinder wind tunnel experiment. In 

this experiment, a Kalman vortex street, which is a quasi-

unsteady flow, was generated. Front surface pressure and 

lateral two face pressures of the square cylinder were 

measured by pressure ports connected on a square 

cylinder. 

Table 1 and Fig. 1 show the experimental conditions 

and the details of the surface pressure measurement, 

respectively. In Fig. 1, PS indicates stagnation pressure at 

the front surface of the square cylinder, and PA and PB are 

the lateral surface pressures of the square cylinder. Laser 

Doppler Velocity (LDV) measurement was also 

performed to obtain velocity u. Fig. 2 shows the measured 

mean velocity u of 30 [s]. X and Y in Fig. 2 show the 

cartesian coordinates of mainstream direction and width 

direction, respectively. And, the blank area in Fig. 2 

shows the area where the measurement laser was 

intercepted because of the square cylinder. 

 

Table 1 Experiment conditions[7]. 

Parameters Value 

Square cylinder width [m] 0.03 

Upstream uniform velocity [m/s] 0.60 

Frequency [Hz] 1000 

Reynolds number 1200 

 

 

(a ) Measurement points[7] 

 

(b) Measured surface pressures of square cylinder     

( Time = 15 – 20 [s] ) 
Fig. 1 Details of the surface pressure measurement of a 

square cylinder. 

 

Fig. 2 Measured velocity u of 30 [s] with LDV. 

 

2.2 Flow simulation 

In the numerical simulation, the three-dimensional 

effect of the flow was ignored, and we focused on the 

primary two-dimensional structure of the Kalman vortex 

street. 

Governing equations for incompressible and viscous 

fluid flow consist of the Navier–Stokes equation, 

  (
  

  
 (      ) )               (1)  

and the equation of continuity 

         (2)  

The governing equations discretized with the finite 

volume method, and are solved with the SIMPLER-based 

method[8]. Calculation conditions were set to meet 

experimental conditions. In this simulation, a coarse grid 

was used, which resulted in a reduction in the accuracy of 

numerical simulation. Therefore, “measurement-

integrated simulation” and “data assimilation” were used 

to improve the accuracy of numerical simulation. Figure 3 

shows the grid used for numerical simulation. 

 

 

(a) Whole domain 

 

(b) Around square cylinder 

Fig. 3 Grid resolution for numerical simulation 

 

Figures 4 and 5 show the surface pressures of the square 

cylinder in t = 15 – 20 [s] and the distribution of the 
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velocity u as the results of ordinary numerical simulation 

alone. As shown in Fig. 4, the computed surface pressures 

were far from the experimental values because of the 

coarse grid resolution. Here, PS was corresponded with the 

experimental result since the pressure term in the 

numerical simulation were treated as the difference 

pressures to the experimental stagnation pressure of the 

front wall of the square cylinder. Figure 5 shows the 

velocity u at t = 10, 20, and 30 [s] and mean velocity u in 

t = 10 – 30 [s]. Mean velocity u was calculated from 

velocity u in t = 10 – 30 to remove the effect of the 

transient state of flow. It was found from Fig. 5 (d) that 

mean velocity u of the ordinary numerical simulation did 

not match wholly the experimental results, similar to the 

results of surface pressure. 

 

  

(a ) PS (b) PA 

 

 

(c) PB  

Fig. 4 Surface pressures of square cylinder of ordinary 

numerical simulation 

 

 

 

(a) Time = 10 [s] 

 

(b) Time = 20 [s] 

 

(c) Time = 30 [s] 

 

(d) Mean velocity in t = 10 – 30 [s] 

Fig. 5 Distribution of the velocity u in ordinary 

numerical simulation 

 

2.3 Ensemble Kalman filter 

The ensemble Kalman filter[9] (EnKF) was used to 

integrate experimental values and numerical simulation. 

The EnKF is a sequential data assimilation method. The 

mathematical background of this method is based on the 

minimum error variance assumption as Kalman filter. In 

the EnKF, the estimated mean and variance-caovariance 

matrix of the state that appear in the Kalman filter are 

replaced by obtaining the set of realizations sampled from 

probability density functions (PDFs). Ensemble represents 

approximation of PDFs as follows: 

 

  (  |      )  
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where, {  | 
( )}

   

 

is the ensemble of   | 
( )

,      

*           + represents the experimental values, and N 

is the number of realizations, which is called the 

“ensemble number.”  (  |      )  is called predictive 

PDFs,  (  |    )  is called filtered PDFs and 

corresponding sets are called predictive and filtered 

ensemble, respectively. In the EnKF, ensembles with 

more members are better because the true distribution is 

represented by the sum of delta functions of each 

ensemble member. In this research, ensemble number N = 

200 was adopted in the EnKF. The property of Kalman 

gain was reported to be sufficient when ensemble number 

is more than the number of observation points[10]. The 

number of observation points of the present research is 3.  

The filtering procedure consists of two steps, the 

prediction step and the filtering step, which are calculated 

in turn. 

2.3.1 Setting of the state vector 

Generally, in the sequential data assimilation methods, 

the setting of state vector    was depended on the used 

system model. In this numerical simulation method, the 

time updated variables are directly the velocity 

components   of flow. The pressure term   is determined 

by the pressure equation. However, in this data 

assimilation, the three surface pressures on the square 

cylinder          as shown in Fig. 1 (a) were utilized as 

experimental value   . This means the nonlinear 

observation in this data assimilation. Also, the time 

integrated method in this numerical simulation was used 

the second order implicit method. Therefore, the more past 

state variables are used for the time updated. From these 

reasons, the state vector in this research was set as follows. 

    (                   )
   (5)  

2.3.2 Ensemble Kalman filter 

In the prediction step, {  |   
( ) }

   

 

 is obtained from 

{    |   
( ) }

   

 

and the system model. In this research, the 

system model corresponds to numerical simulation based 

on the SIMPLER-based method. The ensemble 

{  |   
( ) }

   

 

 is given by the following Monte Carlo 

simulation: 

   |   
( )    (    |   

( )    
( ))   

( )  (    )  (6)  

Here,   
( )

 is called “system noise” in data assimilation. 

In this research,   
( )

 corresponds to numerical error 

associated with coarse grid resolution, and system noise 

  
( )

 was added to the state variables at the measurement 

points in the grid of numerical simulation. Here,    which 

is the error covariance matrix of system noise, was set as 

below. This setup was determined by trial and error. 

    (
     
     
     

)  (7)  

2.3.3 Filtering step 

In the filtering step, {  | 
( )}

   

 

 is calculated from 

{  |   
( ) }

   

 

 and   . The filtered step of the EnKF 

procedure is as follows. First, sample mean  ̂ |    and 

sample covariance matrix  ̂ |    are calculated: 
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where    denotes the transpose matrix. Filtered ensemble 

{  | 
( )}

   

 

 is calculated through the updata equation of 

Kalman filtering as follows: 

  ̂   ̂ |     
 (   ̂ |     

   ̂ )
  
  (10)  

   | 
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  ̂ (       |   

( )    
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where,    represents the observation matrix given by the 

grid coordinate of the measurement points in numerical 

simulation, and    represents the measurement error.    

denotes sample from  (  𝑅 ). In this research,    which 

is the error covariance matrix of observation error, was set 

as follows based on the experimental accuracy 0.05 [Pa]: 

  ̂  (
       
       
       

)  (12)  

2.4 Measurement-integrated simulation 

The comparison between the EnKF and the 

measurement-integrated simulation, which was proposed 

by Hayase et al., was performed. In the measurement-

integrated simulation, an extra force term was added to the 

original numerical model, the incompressible Navier–

Stokes equation, as follows: 

  (
  

  
 (      ) )                 (13)  

where,    represents the extra force term derived from 

the feedback gain K and the difference between 

experimental values and the numerical results. In the 

measurement-integrated simulation, the feedback gain K 

is determined by trial and error. Figure 6 shows the 

concept of the measurement-integrated simulation. For 

further details of the measurement-integrated simulation, 

refer to (6), (7). 
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Fig. 6 Concept of the measurement-integrated 

simulation 

 

3 Results 

First, the results of the EnKF are shown in Figs. 7 and 8. 

Figure 7 shows the surface pressures of the EnKF in t = 15 

– 20 [s], and Fig. 8 shows the distribution of velocity u 

and mean velocity u in t = 10 – 30 [s] of the EnKF. 

 

  

(a ) PS (b) PA 

 

 

(c) PB  

Fig. 7 Surface pressures of square cylinder of the EnKF. 

 

 

 

(a) Time = 10 [s] 

 

(b) Time = 20 [s] 

 

(c) Time = 30 [s] 

 

(d) Mean velocity in t = 10 – 30 [s] 

Fig. 8 Distribution of velocity u of the EnKF 

 

As shown in Fig. 7, it was confirmed that the results 

of the EnKF agreed well with those of the experiment at 

stagnation and also at the lateral surfaces of the square 

cylinder, which are not captured well by the ordinary 

simulation alone due to the coarse grid resolution shown in 

Fig. 4. As shown in Fig. 8, mean velocity u agreed well 

with LDV measurement shown in Fig. 2 unlike the flow 

field of ordinary simulation shown in Fig. 5. Especially, 

the region at the back of the square cylinder corresponded 

well to the experimental values. From these observations, 

it was confirmed that EnKF was effective for improving 

the accuracy of numerical simulation by using 

experimental values. 

Next, comparison between the EnKF and the 

measurement-integrated simulation was performed. In the 

measurement-integrated simulation, the strength of 

feedback gain K is required as a parameter for feedback of 

experimental values to the numerical simulation. In this 

research, the feedback gain K was set to 1.5, 1.8, and 2.1. 

At feedback gain K of more than 2.1, numerical 

simulation diverged. From the results with feedback gains 

K = 1.5, 1.8, and 2.1, the differences among the results 

were small. Therefore, the results only when the feedback 
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gain was set to 1.8 are shown in this paper. Figure 9 

shows the surface pressures of the measurement-

integrated simulation in t = 15 – 20 [s], and Fig. 10 shows 

the distribution of velocity u and mean velocity u of the 

measurement-integrated simulation. 

 

  

(a ) PS (b) PA 

 

 

(c) PB  

Fig. 9 Surface pressures of square cylinder of the 

measurement-integrated simulation 

 

 

 

(a) Time = 10[s] 

 

(b) Time = 20[s] 

 

(c) Time = 30[s] 

 

(d) Mean velocity in t =10–30[s] 

Fig. 10 Distribution of velocity u of the measurement-

integrated simulation (K = 1.8) 

 

As shown in Fig. 9, it was confirmed that the results 

of the measurement-integrated simulation agreed well with 

those of the experiment at stagnation and also at the lateral 

surfaces of the square cylinder, and were better than those 

of ordinary simulation as shown in Fig. 4. However, the 

results did not capture the experiment sufficiently; 

especially, for the region at the back of the square cylinder, 

the results of the EnKF as shown in Fig. 7 were better than 

those of the measurement-integrated simulation. 

Next, it was confirmed from Fig. 10 (d) that mean 

velocity u corresponds better to the experimental values 

with LDV as shown in Fig. 2 than ordinary simulation 

alone as shown in Fig. 5 (d). Especially, the region at the 

rear of the square cylinder corresponded well to the 

experimental values. This characteristic for improvement 

of simulation showed the same tendency as the results of 

the EnKF, as shown in Fig. 8 (d). The distribution of mean 

velocity u at each X-section was then investigated. Figure 

11 shows the distribution of mean velocity u at each X-

section. 

  

(a ) X = -2.5 

 (Front of square cylinder) 

(b) X = 1.5 
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(c) X = 2.5 (d) X = 5.0 

 

 

(e) X = 10.0  

Fig. 11 Distribution of mean velocity u of at each X-

section 

 

The results shown in Fig. 11 confirmed three 

observations. 

First, the difference between the EnKF and the 

measurement-integrated simulation at the region of X = –

2.5, the front of the square cylinder, was not confirmed. 

Next, at X = 1.5, 2.5, it was confirmed that the 

velocity u at the outside region was faster in both methods 

than the experimental value. On the other hand, at the 

central region, the velocity u of the EnKF corresponded to 

the experimental value better than that of the 

measurement-integrated simulation. 

Third, the difference between the EnKF and the 

measurement-integrated simulation at the region of X = 

5.0, 10.0, which is far from the square cylinder, was not 

confirmed. 

These observations suggested that EnKF has advantages 

in the region around measurement points compared to the 

measurement-integrated simulation. The one of the 

reasons is that the measurement-integrated simulation 

required the setup of feedback gain K, which is an 

important factor to determine the quantity of experimental 

values fed back to the numerical simulation, but it is too 

difficult for trial-and-error methods to set up this factor. In 

the EnKF, feedback gain K is decided by the 

characteristics of the flow field. The second reason EnKF 

has advantages in the region around measurement points 

compared to the measurement-integrated simulation is that 

the correction area of EnKF is larger than that of 

measurement integrated simulation. Figure 12 shows the 

amount of correction u in the EnKF at each time step. In 

the measurement-integrated simulation, the correction was 

made only at measurement points. As shown in Fig. 12, 

the corrections of the EnKF were around the measurement 

points. 

 

 

(a) Time = 10[s] 

 

(b) Time = 20[s] 

 

(c) Time = 30[s] 

Fig. 12 Distribution of amount of correction u in the 

EnKF 

 

On the other hand, great differences between both 

methods for the front region (X = –2.5) and the region 

distant from the measurement points (X = 5.0, 10.0) were 

not confirmed. The reasons for this are as follows. For the 

front region of the square cylinder, the experimental 

values were not fed back to the flow as the ordinary 

simulation can also analyze the flow. For the region 

distant from the measurement points, there were no bases 

to modify flow in the region away from the measurement 

points. The characteristic shows the important statement 

of the two methods. Data assimilation method and 

measurement-integrated simulation can correct the inexact 

flow with measuement values, though, the correction is 

only performed just the area around measuement poitns. 

Therefore, if the far-away wake region from the square 

cylinder where the two methods cannot reproduce even 

with measuement values wants to be corrected, the 

measurement points need to be added in the wake region. 
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4 Conclusions 

In this research, the ensemble Kalman filter, a data 

assimilation method, was applied to a square cylinder 

wind tunnel experiment. In the data assimilation process, 

the numerical simulation based on the SIMPLER method 

was used with the surface pressure measurements in the 

wind tunnel. The lateral surface pressures of the square 

cylinder, which were not reproduced by numerical 

simulation alone due to the coarse grid resolution, were 

reproduced by the data assimilation method. It was also 

confirmed that the mean velocity u agreed with LDV 

measurements better than the ordinary simulation result. 

Based on comparison with the measurement-integrated 

simulation, it was considered that the ensemble Kalman 

filter has advantages in the region around the wind tunnel 

model. In future, we will apply data assimilation to more 

complicated wind tunnel experiments. 
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